HEALTHY KIDS
START WITH
HEALTHY
HEARTS
Lee’s Summit
School District
Wed., June 27th

Appts. available from 5pm to 8pm

*Testing will be done at Lee’s Summit
High School’s Lecture Hall
by

Youth Heart Screening

“The #1 way to protect your child
from hidden heart defects”
*In Cooperation with LSR7 School District

ht ps:/ bo know.ap ointment-plus.com/6y36kgzs/ap ointments?e_id=24 3
Register Here

ATSHeartCheck.com

Only $129
ages 8 to 25

#DemandTheBest
We have all heard stories about kids that are seemingly in
excellent health, collapsing suddenly, only to later learn it
was caused by an unknown heart condition. What many don't know is that most
heart defects can be identified before something happens and most are treatable.....IF
they get the proper tests.
Screening youth for heart conditions is becoming more common around the country.
You may have already been approached by organizations that offer a variety of heart
screening options, all with very convincing statistics. There are however, major differences that you should be aware of, and important questions you should ask when making
the decision of who’s program you should use for your organization. You can rely on
advice from ATS HeartCheck’s professionals who with the assistance of Johns Hopkins,
Mayo Clinic, and UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital have developed the most respected
youth heart screening programs in the country.

About Us

The ATS HeartCheck uses the most effective analytic tools to understand
a heart’s condition that includes Blood Pressure, electrocardiogram
(EKG), and echocardiogram (heart ultrasound), all delivered by specially
trained medical professionals certified in congenital and genetic heart
conditions who make their living saving kids lives every day. You won’t
find a better screening anywhere!
“It is extremely hard to put into words what ATS has done for
us. We had what we thought to be our completely
Reason?
healthy kids tested a few years ago. Much to our surprise
and shock they found a large hole in Riley’s heart that required surgery to repair. The
surgeon told us it was good that the hole was detected because Riley was a walking
stroke waiting to happen. We are forever grateful we took advantage of the opportunity
and think everyone should do the same because you may never know what is going on
inside your child until it’s too late.” -Amy Ebert

Need Another

Stats

Staff

To date, ATS has screened over 7,500 kids
with 10% needing some form of
follow-up. While some conditions
discovered by the ATS HeartCheck are
serious, not all are life threatening but
have been found to cause performance
issues now and into adulthood.

ATS works with the best trained medical
professionals specializing in the athletic
heart. We are guided by pediatric
cardiologists who review all test data and
prepare a report back to the parents and
primary care physician if requested.

Special Pricing

Find Us On

If cost is an issue, ATS provides special
pricing through affiliated non-profits. We
want to ensure no family misses out on
the opportunity for these potentially
life-saving tests due to financial reasons.

Facebook | Twitter | Instagram
@ATSHeartCheck

SETTING THE STANDARD IN
YOUTH HEART SCREENING

